Theorem 1 (Inverse transformations
In the former, A may be also row-finite and column-finite, in the latter, A may be also reversible.
(e) // a row-finite 'A exists, 'T must exist. More than one row-finite 'A may exist. Let (s) be given the linear metric |x| = ^J2~n |x"|/(l + |x"|). A theorem of Toeplitz asserts that R is closed in (5) when A is row-finite. We give a proof of this theorem in an appendix at the end of this paper. Since E is dense in (s), we conclude that R = (s).
We shall show that a row-finite A' exists, assuming R = (s); this will complete the proof of (a) and (c). Assume first that T is 1-1. Then J1 is a linear homeomorphism of (5) onto itself, hence (Banach [l, Theorem 5, p. 41]) so also is T~i, and so it is given by a row-finite matrix. This matrix is A~l, as a computation shows. If T is not necessarily 1-1; since A' exists, by Theorem 2(a) the rows of A are linearly independent elements of E. There exists a basis, necessarily countable, for E, which includes the rows of A. We form a matrix B whose rows are the elements of this basis and whose oddnumbered rows are the rows of A. Then B is 1-1 and B' exists, by Toeplitz's theorem (see the appendix). Hence, by the above argument B' is row-finite. Finally, by omitting the even-numbered columns of B' we have a row-finite A'.
Part (b) is now clear. Part (d) is given by Example 1, the twosided inverse being unique as a left inverse.
The next result shows that the hypothesis "row-finite" cannot be dropped. To prove the theorem, we have, by Theorem 1, a linear T~l. Since RZ)E, there exists a matrix B such that Bx = T_1(x) for x££. Since A is column-finite, .<4x£.E if xEE, hence we have, for xG£, B(Ax) = x, and so BA=I. Also, for x£.E, A(Bx) = T(T~1(x)) =x, and so AB =1. This concludes the proof. [5] has shown that the sequence {cn} may be unbounded, even if A is conservative, i.e. if ^4x£(c) whenever x£(c). Wilansky [2] has shown that c" = 0 for all n if A is row-finite.
Suppose that A has convergent columns, i.e. let a* = limn a"* be assumed to exist for each k. For example, a conservative matrix has this property, while a regular matrix has ak = 0 for all k. For all x such that Ax(El(c) we have, from (1), QO 00 00 Xn = Cn lim XI QmkXk + 2Z &»* X 0*rXr. If A is regular and reversible, this theorem shows that A~l exists; we shall prove more than this, however, namely, that cn -0 for all n, and under wider hypotheses.
Let us call A co-regular if the number p(A) =limn ^k a"k-X/1* exists and is not 0. The role of this number in the theory of summability has been shown elsewhere by the authors. A regular matrix is co-regular. In this paper we investigate the membership of power products in certain differential ideals. The questions examined were motivated by results by Levi,2 which we use extensively. Levi has obtained for [yp] and [uv] sufficiency conditions for membership of a pp. in the ideal, which tests membership, in certain cases, by a calculation using only the weight and degree of the pp. In Theorem IV we show that a more refined criteria is required for the determination of membership of a pp. in [yp] . Whether a necessity criteria for membership of a pp. in [uv] will require more information than the weight and degree of the pp. is not known.
Levi has also shown that the totality of pp. in u and v are divided by a single calculation into three nonempty sets: the a-terms, which are outside the ideal [uv] , another set all of whose members are in the ideal, and a third set concerning whose elements membership in the ideal is undecided. The number of elements known to be outside the ideal is increased by Theorem II, and a dependence of the set of elements whose membership in [uv] is undecided upon one of its proper subsets is demonstrated in Theorem III. Carrying out the reduction
